In April 1965, the U.S. war effort in Southeast Asia was going badly. Struggling with an ineffective partner in Saigon and having suffered more than 2,000 casualties at the hands of a Chinese-backed insurgency, the United States committed more troops. But as Washington escalated, so did Beijing. U.S. aerial reconnaissance revealed a substantial buildup of Chinese conventional air and ground forces on the Vietnamese border. Despite no Soviet backing and no independent nuclear capability, China made plans for an invasion. When senior U.S. national security officials met in Washington, they received an urgent message from CINCPAC, the Pacific theater commander: “Will CINCPAC be authorized to employ tactical nuclear weapons in the event of overwhelming attack?”

Thankfully, these events never came to pass. Rather, this scenario was played out in a 1964 political-military wargame inside the Pentagon. One of dozens of wargames held during the Cold War, the simulation pitted a Blue team against a Red team in a series of decisionmaking rounds, facilitated by a Control team interlocutor. The purpose was multifold: to study strategic interactions, to educate the participants, and to refine U.S. strategy. In many of these wargames, “strategic elite” players—experts with experience in diplo-
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matic or military strategy—debated whether or not to use nuclear weapons. In this game, as in many others, players eschewed nuclear use.

The nonuse of nuclear weapons since 1945 is one of the most astonishing legacies of the nuclear age. What explains the seventy-year absence of nuclear employment in international politics? Scholars have put forward five different logics: deterrence, practicality, precedent, reputation, and ethics. Nuclear weapons states fear retaliation from targets with survivable second-strike nuclear arsenals, so they are deterred. But even in cases where a target cannot retaliate, nuclear weapons states still consider either practicality, deciding that conventional weapons are tactically sufficient to accomplish the mission, or precedent, fearing that the use of nuclear weapons today could invite nuclear proliferation and use by others in the future. Scholars further propose a reputation logic that decisionmakers fear censure from allies, peers, or publics that object to the use of such weapons; and a logic of ethics asserts that they object to their use on moral grounds. The available history of elite political-military wargaming in the United States provides new evidence to test these theories of nuclear nonuse.

Declassified and unclassified wargame records show that “strategic elite” players—differentiated from the general public by their exposure to and experience with diplomatic or military strategy—displayed a strong aversion to employing nuclear weapons in simulations against both nuclear-armed and nonnuclear-armed adversaries. Policymakers hesitated to use nuclear weapons because they evinced genuine concern about the gravity of detonating the ultimate weapon. Deterrence logic contributed to these results, but players, in their own words, also explained the non-deterrence logics that led them to eschew nuclear employment. Indeed, the only uses of nuclear weapons in a sample of twenty-six political-military wargames occurred in two games with nuclear-armed adversaries, where deterrence would have been more likely to operate. Nonuse instead often resulted from players prioritizing conventional alternatives to nuclear weapons (practicality) or expressing fears that others

who disapproved of the use of nuclear weapons would judge them with opprobrium (reputation). Players in the inner sanctums of U.S. foreign policymaking seldom explicitly invoked precedent-setting or strict ethical aversions to nuclear use. Wargame records also reveal one source of nuclear aversion not captured by existing theories: elite players eschewed consideration of dropping the bomb when they perceived presidential opposition. In the national security sphere, top-down aversion signals may increase conformity to nuclear aversion below.

Examining nuclear deliberations among U.S. elites is of more than just academic interest. Nuclear weapons and nuclear strategy have reemerged as central issues of U.S. foreign policy, and the prospect of using nuclear weapons has surfaced in debates about how the United States can best confront rogue nuclear proliferators. At the same time, there have been renewed legislative efforts to restrict presidential nuclear launch authority. Moreover, scholars have found that the American public is more likely to be a goad than a constraint on decisions to employ nuclear weapons.

Scholars have not, however, systematically used data from wargames to inform debates about nuclear strategy, deterrence, and the nonuse of nuclear weapons. Wargames facilitate scholarly observation of elite beliefs and behaviors, which are difficult to access by other means.

This article proceeds in five sections. The first section describes the evolution of wargaming methods and evaluates the utility of wargame data to test international relations theories. The second section presents the archival data. The third section reviews the scholarly debate about the nonuse of nuclear weapons, deriving hypotheses and observable implications. The fourth section tests the hypotheses with political-military wargame records. The fifth section discusses the results and provides some concluding thoughts.


The Value and Limitations of Wargames as Data

tary and policy analysis communities to the academy, where scholars stripped away some operational and tactical detail in favor of testing political and strategic crisis dynamics—escalating violence, signaling resolve, and making commitments. Wargames were no longer just for the brass. They were “political-military wargames,” influential in both the academy and policy-making community.

Inspired by researchers at the RAND Corporation, Lincoln Bloomfield, a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), set out in the late 1950s to design a professional wargame in partnership with Thomas Schelling from Harvard University. Bloomfield and Schelling eschewed “role-playing” in favor of giving teams “homogenous responsibility,” so that the players were “deeply engaged in the decisionmaking process” and took “full responsibility for their decisions.” Schelling, in particular, felt that in most prior wargames “the limits were always decided in advance,” leaving no room for an analysis of the dynamics of escalation, “no process of feeling around for what the other side might accept or reject.” Their games thus empowered players to explore the political and diplomatic effects of military moves.

In 1961, when the Joint Chiefs of Staff created the Joint War Games Control Group (JWGCG), later renamed the Joint War Games Agency (JWGA) and then the Studies, Analysis, and Gaming Agency, they imported and adapted Schelling and Bloomfield’s method. JWGA hosted five or six games per year, each preceded by months of preparation. Teams generally consisted of five to ten players—Red versus Blue (in separate rooms) moderated by Control. Games were played for several hours a day, for three or four days, and consisted of three to six rounds or moves. A typical game proceeded as follows: (1) Red and Blue teams assembled and received the “scenario problem paper”; (2) each team deliberated and decided on “moves,” which were written down...
and given to Control; (3) Control assessed the moves (with an option to reject unrealistic moves), determined the probable outcome of combining each move, and updated the scenario;\(^{17}\) (4) the game clock advanced, and Red and Blue made another move; (5) play continued until time was up or Control ended the game; and (6) all games concluded with a debrief and player discussion (“critique”).\(^{18}\)

**WHY ARE WARGAMES USEFUL FOR THE STUDY OF NUCLEAR NONUSE?**

The use of nuclear weapons is, thankfully, a rare event. Scholars use different methodologies to study it. Some scholars conduct laboratory experiments to measure a subject’s willingness to use costly force in a strategic setting.\(^{19}\) Others rely on public opinion polling to understand how populations think about nuclear weapons and nuclear war.\(^{20}\) Still others employ randomized survey experiments. Using this method, Daryl Press, Scott Sagan, and Benjamin Valentino find that a majority of Americans would support a decision by the U.S. government to use nuclear weapons if doing so provided a tactical advantage.\(^{21}\) Their research shows that the general public is only weakly averse to employing nuclear weapons. The public, however, is not empowered to make decisions about the use of nuclear weapons. Norms against their use or other aversions, as Press, Sagan, and Valentino note, may be an “elite phenomenon.”\(^{22}\)

---


22. Ibid., p. 193. Although they use proxy measures, such as education level, income, age, and interest in politics, the authors cannot draw conclusions from their study about the views of decisionmakers.
One path forward with this research could be to survey elites. They are difficult to reach for questioning, however, especially in large numbers. Moreover, professionals with ambitions to serve or to continue serving in government may not respond openly to questions about the use of nuclear weapons.

Data from elite wargames, on the other hand, give the researcher unparalleled access to elite research subjects privately debating the use of nuclear weapons. Records from a golden age of political-military gaming are now accessible in archives, and this article uses that evidence to assess the strengths and weaknesses of existing theories of nuclear nonuse. This approach employs what is valuable about wargames data while being clear about their limits.

All of the wargames in this article’s sample involve the participation of U.S. policymakers, military officials, or civilian strategists. These professionals are “strategic elites,” who are plausibly similar to those who could be in a position to recommend whether to use nuclear weapons in a real-world crisis. When conducting its first two political-military wargames in September 1961, the JWGCG recruited a range of high-level government participants. The first game, held at the president’s country retreat at Camp David, included Deputy National Security Adviser Carl Kaysen and John McNaughton (later the assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs). The second included National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy, and Carl Kaysen briefed President John F. Kennedy on the results. These games were no aberration. A declassified 1967 wargame report indicates that senior participants were no lower than the ranks of “Major General/Rear Admiral (or civilian equivalents).” Moreover, invitations considered rank “secondary to expert knowledge.” With such “strategic elites,” these wargames validly simulated the reality of how leaders and advisers would debate the use of nuclear weapons in a crisis.

Participation extended up to the cabinet level, but no higher. Schelling himself advised against presidential participation: “I think one could get a cabinet secretary successfully engaged; but not the President,” he said, “... I do

---

24. Connelly et al., “‘General, I Have Fought Just as Many Nuclear Wars as You Have,’” p. 1449.
not think he should ever be put in the position where people watch him and what he would do in a crisis.”27 In other words, because wargames are externally valid, a commander-in-chief participant would be telegraphing his/her decisions in a hypothetical future crisis. The exclusion of presidents from wargames is an indication of the validity of wargaming as a method for testing elite views, albeit at the cost of not capturing those of presidents themselves.

Furthermore, for the purpose of studying decisions about the use and nonuse of nuclear weapons, wargames serve as likely cases to observe a rare phenomenon. If one expects elite decisionmakers to approve of the use of nuclear weapons anywhere, it would be in a wargame, where, according to one wargame report, “if you lose[,] it’s not for keeps.”28 Moreover, in a survey of participants in MIT wargames held between 1958 and 1964, 31.6 percent of respondents (n = 79) reported that they thought they had acted “more aggressively” in the games (55.7 percent reported no difference; 12.7 percent reported less aggression), and 32.5 percent of respondents (n = 77) reported that they had been “more willing to take risks” (55.8 percent reported no difference; 11.7 percent reported less risk-taking).29 Finally, evidence from wargames reveals how participants thought about using nuclear weapons in a context where they knew their decisions would be anonymized, classified, and otherwise protected for many years. Quotations were not attributed to specific individuals in most wargame reports, so participants spoke freely.

In addition, many wargames fully immerse their players as research subjects. The amount of time and energy that participants invest in wargames far exceeds that with which respondents typically answer survey questions. Moreover, whereas surveys generally ask “What do I support you doing?”, wargames ask decisionmakers the more apt question “What would I do?” Participants in high-level wargames care about the outcome. In a reflection on political-military wargames held at MIT, 64.9 percent of participants (n = 77) reported an “extreme” or “intense” degree of emotional involvement.30 Schelling recalled that elite participants “virtually lived” his wargames and that it was difficult to spend so many hours in a simulation “without it’s beginning to seem either real or as one that could be real.”31 Although they

27. Schelling and Ferguson, remarks at the John F. Kennedy School of Government, p. 8. I thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to this quotation.
30. Ibid., p. 439.
31. Schelling and Ferguson, remarks at the John F. Kennedy School of Government, p. 3; and U.S.
are not actual crises, wargames approach crises in terms of the intellectual challenges, time constraints, and emotional burdens that they impose on their participants. They introduce human interaction to the study of crisis decisionmaking—not just human fallibility or miscommunication, but also the emotions, hubris, and pride that color decisionmaking in group settings. Indeed, the scenarios presented in wargames often reflect reality. During the Cuban missile crisis, an aide in the office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs John McNaughton remarked, “This crisis sure demonstrates how realistic Schelling’s games are.” Another responded, “No, Schelling’s games demonstrate how unrealistic this Cuban crisis is.”

With similar accuracy, the SIGMA series of political-military wargames, conducted from 1962 to 1967, infamously captured the reality of the quagmire in Vietnam and correctly forecast the frustrations of the subsequent decade. Elite players confronted challenges such as a dearth of public support for the war effort, an asymmetry of commitment to a prolonged war, the frustrating futility of coercive bombing, and a lack of leverage to negotiate peace. Historians later dubbed the wargames “eerily prophetic” and “a dry run for the actual thing.” Overall, as one wargame director summarized in 1962, wargames reflect “merely one path that reality might take. But, because the game is not reality, it is a safer way to explore policies and policy decisions. The moves reflected serious consideration of the implications of political, military,
and psychological affects [sic] that such moves might have in real life.” The usefulness of wargames must not be overlooked by political scientists.

Wargames do suffer from an internal validity concern. Participants may not be sure to what extent they will be judged for what they say and do. In other words, decisions in wargames may not be about “what I would do”; rather, they could be about “what I ought to do.” This is an important bias critique that affects wargames no more than survey or polling methods of measuring elite views. Nonetheless, speech evidence from wargame records can help to parse this concern. Given the richness of the player deliberations data in wargame records, scholars can try to assess whether and why a participant felt pressure to behave a certain way.

**The Wargames Data**

To test competing theories of nuclear nonuse, I gathered archival documents from an array of U.S. political-military wargames held from 1958 to 1972. The documents come from presidential libraries, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) CREST archive, the Gale database of U.S. Declassified Documents Online, and MIT’s Institute Archives and Special Collections. The records consist of game reports, scenario documents, move descriptions, player summaries, and transcripts of postgame player critiques.

The sample contains a total of twenty-six strategic elite wargames, thirteen of which include only nuclear-armed teams, wherein deterrence logic should be strongest. The other thirteen include nonnuclear-armed teams, wherein one team has an unmatched nuclear advantage over an opponent. In eight of the games with nonnuclear-armed teams, deterrence logic may still operate as extended nuclear deterrence provided by a third party. In the other five, extended deterrence is absent. Table 1 lists the wargames.

The sample omits operational wargames, as they do not typically grant players a choice over whether or when to start a war; rather, players are already in one and are tasked with winning it. Military exercises are also not a part of this study, as they are conducted to rehearse operational plans, rather than give players discretion. The sample also omits scripted wargames con-

36. The U.S. government records are typically anonymized, but MIT records are not. For more discussion of these documents, see the online appendix at doi:10.7910/DVN/CXXSTK.
37. See the online appendix for a full list of wargames in the sample and details on other excluded games (including non-elite games).
38. U.S. military exercises did cross the nuclear threshold during the Cold War. Simulating nuclear use during an exercise signaled to the Soviet Union and reassured allies that the United States was
ducted for educational or training purposes. All of the wargames in the sample were conducted after the invention of thermonuclear weapons and in the United States with American participants. The online appendix further addresses the records, sample size, and potential bias. Of course, this research should be updated as further records become available.

Deriving Hypotheses Based on Theories of Nuclear Nonuse

Why since 1945 have nuclear weapons not been used? Political science has provided five complementary and competing reasons—deterrence, practical-

willing to use nuclear weapons in war. Private wargaming settings likely did not carry such signaling dynamics.

39. For education or training purposes, wargames are occasionally scripted to cross the nuclear threshold. No such wargames are included in this sample.

40. There is some uncertainty about when a nuclear taboo or tradition of nonuse began. Nina Tannenwald argues for the beginnings of a taboo as early as 1945 (although she acknowledges that it grew stronger over time). Others, such as John Lewis Gaddis, emphasize the importance of the thermonuclear revolution and the development of ballistic missile delivery systems. See Tannenwald, “Stigmatizing the Bomb: Origins of the Nuclear Taboo,” International Security, Vol. 29, No. 4 (Spring 2005), pp. 5–49, at p. 6, doi:10.1162/isec.2005.29.4.5; and Gaddis, “Conclusion,” in Gaddis et al., eds., Cold War Statesmen Confront the Bomb: Nuclear Diplomacy since 1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 264.

Table 1. Wargames with Strategic Elite Players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclear-Armed Adversaries</th>
<th>Nonnuclear-Armed Adversaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POLEX I, MIT, September 1958</td>
<td>SIGMA I-62, JWGCC, February 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLEX II, MIT, September 1960</td>
<td>POLEX-DAIS I, MIT, November 1962*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin crisis game I, JWGCC, September 1961</td>
<td>POLEX-DAIS II, MIT, January 1963*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin crisis game II, JWGCC, September–October 1961</td>
<td>POLEX-DAIS III, MIT, February 1963*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSILON I-62, JWGCC, September 1962</td>
<td>POLEX-DAIS IV, MIT, March 1963*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETEX II, MIT, February 1964</td>
<td>DETEX I, MIT, November 1963*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSILON I-64, JWGA, April 1964</td>
<td>SIGMA I-64, JWGA, April 1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETEX III, MIT, November 1964</td>
<td>SIGMA II-64, JWGA, September 1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU I, JWGA, January–February 1966</td>
<td>SIGMA II-65, JWGA, July–August 1965*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU II, JWGA, January–February 1966</td>
<td>SIGMA I-66, JWGA, September 1966*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA I, JWGA, April–May 1967</td>
<td>SIGMA I-67, JWGA, November–December 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA II, JWGA, April–May 1967</td>
<td>SIGMA II-67, JWGA, November–December 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSILON 72, SAGA, October 1972</td>
<td>MU I-68, JWGA, April–May 1968*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Deterrence logic may still operate via nuclear-armed third-party extended deterrence.

NOTE: MIT stands for Massachusetts Institute of Technology; JWGCC stands for Joint War Games Control Group; JWGA stands for Joint War Games Agency; and SAGA stands for Studies, Analysis, and Gaming Agency.
ity, precedent, reputation, and ethics. Although each logic is distinct, scholars have sometimes combined multiple ones into a single theory. John Lewis Gaddis relied on the logics of practicality and reputation to coin the term “self-deterrence” in a review of early Cold War crises.\textsuperscript{41} Sagan and T.V. Paul have both developed theories on the “tradition” of nonuse. In Sagan’s case, the “tradition” is rooted in the logic of precedent, whereas Paul includes both precedent and reputation logics in his formulation.\textsuperscript{42} Nina Tannenwald relies on the logics of reputation and ethics in her theory of “the nuclear taboo.”\textsuperscript{43} The difficulty associated with observing these logics at work, as well as their frequent blending together in the existing literature, has prevented them from being tested against one another convincingly.

I explain each of the logics in turn and draw three types of observable implications. First, each logic makes a prediction about the actions of participants in wargames—that is, whether they would employ nuclear weapons or not and under what conditions. Second, they make predictions about the explanations individual players would give to support their decisions about nuclear weapons. Both the behavioral outcomes and the reasoning behind them are useful for adjudicating among the hypotheses. Third, I derive predictions about whether these actions and explanations will differ in wargame scenarios with nuclear-armed adversaries versus scenarios with nonnuclear-armed adversaries.

**DETERRENCE**

Deterrence theorists put forth one simple answer to the puzzle of nuclear nonuse: states do not use nuclear weapons for fear of retaliation—the possession of survivable arsenals causes stable mutual deterrence among nuclear-armed adversaries.\textsuperscript{44} The nonuse of nuclear weapons since 1945, therefore, is the product of rational self-interest. A fearsome balance of terror keeps the nuclear peace.

Deterrence logic predicts that wargame participants will choose not to use nuclear weapons against nuclear-armed adversaries with secure second-strike capabilities. They may, however, elect to use them against nonnuclear-armed adversaries, if the target does not have a nuclear-armed ally to extend deter-


rence.\textsuperscript{45} In wargame records, one expects to see evidence of the type: “We should not use nuclear weapons against them, because they will retaliate.”

H1: In wargames against nuclear-armed adversaries with second-strike capabilities (or their allies over whom they extend deterrence), participants will fear retaliation and be deterred from using nuclear weapons.

Yet, elegant theories of deterrence can explain only the nonuse of nuclear weapons against nuclear weapons states; they cannot explain the repeated reluctance to use nuclear weapons against nonnuclear weapons states—or nonstate actor targets—incapable of retaliation. Realists have addressed this shortcoming of deterrence theory with two additional logics—practicality and precedent.

**Practicality**

It is possible that the nonuse of nuclear weapons may be the result of practical military considerations about the utility of nuclear weapons on the battlefield. Perhaps there has been a paucity of targets that actually required nuclear weapons to degrade or destroy. If nuclear-capable belligerents can defeat their adversaries at low cost without resorting to nuclear weapons, their nonuse is less puzzling.\textsuperscript{46}

A logic of practicality predicts that wargame participants will decide whether or not to use nuclear weapons according to the military advantage that they provide under the given circumstances. Nonuse is merely the product of a lack of tactical necessity. In wargame records, one expects then to see evidence of the type: “We should not use nuclear weapons, because we can accomplish the same thing with conventional weapons.”

H2: In all types of wargames, participants will evaluate the tactical necessity of nuclear options and eschew them because of the military effectiveness of conventional alternatives.

**Precedent**

Decisionmakers may also refrain from using nuclear weapons against nonnuclear weapons states because leaders do not wish to set a precedent for the use of nuclear weapons. Nuclear use today would trigger both further nu-

\textsuperscript{45} I consider whether extended deterrence is operating on a game-by-game basis.

\textsuperscript{46} No single author has developed this logic into an independent theory of nuclear nonuse. Instead, proponents of other theories take this logic seriously as a complementary explanation. See Sagan, “Realist Perspectives on Ethical Norms and Weapons of Mass Destruction.” The logic of practicality may also capture concerns about efficacy, distinct from necessity. See, for example, Benjamin Valentino, “Moral Character or Character of War? American Public Opinion on the Targeting of Civilians in Times of War,” Daedalus, Vol. 145, No. 4 (Fall 2016), pp. 127–138, doi:10.1162/DAED_a_00417.
clear proliferation and, ultimately, additional uses of nuclear weapons by others in the future. Nuclear weapons states foresee a more dangerous and volatile world if nuclear weapons use were more common. Updating ancient wisdom, Sagan thus prescribed: “In the modern world, the strong may not want to do what they can, for excessively aggressive behavior will force the weak to develop their own weapons of mass destruction.” Paul agreed that nuclear use could “result in an extremely bad precedent” and “push some hitherto nonnuclear states to attempt to acquire nuclear weapons.”

The logic of precedent predicts that wargame participants will consider the long-term effects of their actions. They will fear setting a precedent and will therefore eschew nuclear weapons. In deliberations about the use of nuclear weapons, we expect evidence of the type: “I worry that the world will be more dangerous in the future if we use nuclear weapons here,” or “if we use nuclear weapons, more states will want to acquire them.”

H3: In all types of wargames, participants will fear setting a precedent for the use of nuclear weapons and eschew nuclear employment.

REPUTATION

A fourth theory is that nuclear weapons states fear the reputational costs that would follow any use of nuclear weapons. Matthew Jones, for example, has shown that after World War II the United States did not use nuclear weapons again in Asia for fear of playing into the hands of critics who decried a racist targeting policy. Multiple reputations may be at stake—the state’s reputation, a leader’s personal reputation, or advisers’ personal reputations. The audiences of concern could also be multifold: domestic public, international public,

49. Some may observe that believing you can set a precedent is akin to believing you can change a norm. The logic of precedent as originally laid out by Sagan, however, was entirely consequentialist and distinct from logics of appropriateness. See Sagan, “Realist Perspectives on Ethical Norms and Weapons of Mass Destruction.”
allied governments, or policymaking peers. Indeed, the audience of concern may not always be obvious. Senior U.S. diplomat George Ball, for example, argued that the first country to use nuclear weapons since 1945 “would suffer universal condemnation.” Overall, according to this logic, leaders may be willing to forgo the military benefit of using nuclear weapons in exchange for not paying reputational costs. The logic also requires, however, that decision-makers believe that the use of nuclear weapons would have reputational costs—that at least one audience or another would find the use of nuclear weapons worthy of reprimand.

Reputation logic predicts that participants in any wargame will fear the reputational costs of nuclear use, whether paid to allies, domestic or international publics, or peers, and thus eschew nuclear options. One expects evidence of the type: “We will have to answer to our people/the international community/our allies if we decide to use nuclear weapons” or “I do not want to be known as the first one to use nuclear weapons since 1945.”

H4: In all types of wargames, participants will eschew using nuclear weapons, because they will fear suffering a blow to their country’s or their own reputations.

ETHICS

There may be a moral prohibition against the first use of nuclear weapons that regulates the decisions of policymakers. Ethical aversion is part of Tannenwald’s theory of the nuclear “taboo” that “has delegitimize[d] nuclear weapons as weapons of war.” Schelling agreed, calling for the preservation of the “taboo” in his 2005 Nobel Prize lecture. Other scholars go further and point to nuclear nonuse as one example of a broader triumph of the acceptance of just war principles, such as noncombatant immunity. Consider, for instance, President Harry Truman’s decision to suspend delivery of a third

---

52. Recent scholarship suggests that the U.S. public is more likely to be a goad than a constraint on the use of nuclear weapons. See Sagan and Valentino, “Revisiting Hiroshima in Iran.” Nonetheless, Paul includes the logic of reputation, especially with one’s allies, in his formulation of the tradition of nonuse. See Paul, The Tradition of Non-Use of Nuclear Weapons, p. 2. This article also points to the potential role of peer reputational concerns among colleagues.
54. Tannenwald, The Nuclear Taboo, p. 3. Reputation—domestic and world opinion—is the other logic associated with the nuclear taboo. Ibid., pp. 47-50.
atomic bomb against Japan because of his stated aversion to killing “all those kids.”\textsuperscript{57}

An ethical logic uniquely predicts that wargames participants should consider the option of nuclear use within a framework of moral, principled objection. They should refer to its immorality or its incompatibility with their own identity when rejecting it,\textsuperscript{58} perhaps even citing the laws of armed conflict or objecting to the killing of noncombatants. At the extreme, they may express horror or disgust. Nuclear weapons will not be used against nuclear weapons states and nonnuclear weapons states alike. One expects evidence of the type: “That nuclear option is abhorrent,” or “there would be too much collateral damage,” or “this is just not something our country would do.”

H5: In all types of wargames, participants will eschew nuclear options by invoking the immorality of nuclear use or referring to their own identities.

ELITES VERSUS NON-ELITES

Finally, I seek to determine whether, in the available records of wargames, elites behaved differently from non-elites. “Elites” are individuals with authority in their domains. Thus, for political-military wargaming, elites are “strategic elites,” who possess some experience or training in military strategy or statecraft.\textsuperscript{59} They may have a deeper understanding of the physical and political effects of nuclear weapons. Such a definition is consistent with existing scholarship on elite roles in foreign policymaking.\textsuperscript{60} Indeed, testing hypotheses on the behavior of elites versus non-elites is important, because elite advisers have been shown to exert great influence over foreign policy decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{61}


\textsuperscript{58} “Identity” is included here because constructivist theory posits that norms regulate only the behavior of those who share similar identities. A reference to one’s own identity when considering nuclear weapons may be evidence of a norm of nonuse. See Peter J. Katzenstein, ed., \textit{The Culture of National Security: Norms and Identity in World Politics} (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1996).


Are strategic elites more or less likely than non-elites to cross the nuclear threshold? If elites are more averse than non-elites to the use of nuclear weapons, elite wargame participants should eschew nuclear use more often than non-elite wargame participants.

H6: Non-elites will use nuclear weapons in wargames more often than elites.

If elites are no more averse to the use of nuclear weapons than non-elites, however, elites and non-elites should be just as likely to employ or eschew nuclear options in wargames.

H7: Non-elites and elites will use nuclear weapons in wargames at the same rate.

Table 2 summarizes all seven hypotheses and how their predictions vary between wargames with and without nuclear-armed adversaries. Wargames involving nuclear weapons states pit multiple nuclear-armed teams against each other; wargames involving nonnuclear weapons states include at least one nonnuclear-armed team. The critical distinction between these two environments is that the logic of nuclear deterrence cannot inhibit nuclear use when only one actor possesses nuclear weapons. Just as in historical cases where deterrence cannot explain the nonuse of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear weapons states, such as in the Korean War, the Vietnam War, or the Persian Gulf War, neither can deterrence explain the reluctance of wargame participants to use nuclear weapons against simulated nonnuclear-armed adversaries without nuclear patrons.

The logics of deterrence, practicality, and precedent consider the consequences of using nuclear weapons. In contrast, the logics of ethics and reputation emphasize the appropriateness of using nuclear weapons.62 Although the logic of reputation also takes into consideration a desire to avoid reputational costs, it relies heavily on a belief about what other actors consider appropriate and acceptable. Absent a shared standard of behavior, breaking the tradition of nuclear nonuse would not come with significant reputational costs. In other words, if elite wargame participants eschew nuclear options for fear of reputational costs (from any audience), they are acknowledging some normative aversion to the use of nuclear weapons. Norms are “collective expectations for the proper behavior of actors with a given identity.”63 They are not
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required to be based in morality; rather, they imply an understanding of what “someone like me” ought to do. Constructivist scholarship has recognized the regulatory role that norms play in shaping state behavior and the constitutive role they play in helping international actors form identities, even with respect to the use of force and decisions about nuclear weapons.

None of the logics discussed above is mutually exclusive; rather, each may

---

Table 2. Summary of Hypotheses on the Use of Nuclear Weapons in Wargames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wargames with Nuclear Weapons States</th>
<th>Wargames with Nonnuclear Weapons States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td><strong>Participant Explanation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: Deterrence</td>
<td>nonuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fear of retaliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Practicality</td>
<td>nonuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no tactical necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Precedent</td>
<td>nonuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fear of setting a precedent for use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Reputation</td>
<td>nonuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fear of reputational costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(among allies, international public,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>domestic public, or peers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: Ethics</td>
<td>nonuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: Strategic elite aversion</td>
<td>less use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by elites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7: Universal aversion</td>
<td>equal use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


operate in any given case, independently or in combination. Although proving one theory does not falsify the others, scholars may compare them to test their relative validity.

To observe explanations, I read the documentary records for variables that wargame participants decided were important enough to verbalize and discuss.66 Especially in anonymized, once-classified records of private conversations, participants expressed their reasoning openly. At the very least, they were not compelled to discuss aversion to the use of nuclear weapons. This approach is inspired by Tannenwald’s concept of “taboo talk”—references to normative constraints observed in the historical record of nuclear-use deliberations.67 This study similarly looks for taboo talk, separating “reputation talk” from “ethics talk,” as well as “deterrence talk,” “practicality talk,” or “precedent talk.”68 My evidence comes mostly from transcripts of postgame “de-brief” or “critique” sessions in which players challenged one another to explain their in-game decisions. This speech evidence from wargames should be treated the same as other historical qualitative evidence. Scholars cannot know perfectly what a policymaker was thinking in historical cases, but speech evidence provides clues to make a scholarly judgment. Wargame records have the added benefit of capturing private discussions after the fact, sometimes even moderated by a scholar. Historical case evidence rarely comes with such after-action reports by participants.

The evidence used in this study is by nature biased against finding “taboo talk.” As many scholars and practitioners have recognized, national security deliberations in the United States government, particularly within the Pentagon, betray a materialist bias. Sagan calls it the “realist bias in international security discourse.”69 In public, leaders tend to wrap self-interest in the guise of moral imperative—“we are doing it because it is right”—yet in private, especially in matters of national security, leaders turn moral arguments
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into more admissible opinions about the national interest. “Leaders are therefore more likely to argue not that the government should refrain from doing something because it would be wrong,” writes Sagan, but “because it won’t be effective or others will think it is wrong.” Tannenwald refers to the same bias in national security decisionmaking as the “recasting of ‘moral talk’ whenever possible into the language of interests and cost-benefit analysis.” Tannenwald refers to the same bias in national security decisionmaking as the “recasting of ‘moral talk’ whenever possible into the language of interests and cost-benefit analysis.”

Political-military wargames are thus hard cases to find evidence of logics of appropriateness (reputation or ethics) inhibiting nuclear use. Evidence in their favor should be all the more convincing.

**Wargame Results**

In twenty-four of the twenty-six wargames I analyzed for this study, elite players chose not to employ nuclear weapons. Players often discussed the option, even threatened nuclear use, but balked at employment. What explains these decisions? The logic of deterrence (H1) was strong, but it was not the only

---
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cause of aversion. Notably, the only two uses of nuclear weapons occurred in games against adversaries capable of nuclear retaliation. In many other wargames, participants expressed non-deterrence and even normative aversions to the use of nuclear weapons. They specifically invoked the logics of practicality (H2) and reputation (H4). As a first step in parsing the data, I categorize instances when wargame players expressed an aversion to nuclear weapons according to whether they invoked one or more of the five logics (see figures 1a and 1b for the results). The figures demonstrate the high frequency of players citing deterrence, practicality, and reputation as reasons not to use nuclear weapons.

This overview of the evidence offers strong support to H1, H2, and H4, but tells only part of the story. References to nuclear weapons in wargame reports

72. A logic is “invoked” if it appears at least once in wargame documentation. See the online appendix.
cannot be properly interpreted without the full background of the political and military crisis put to players or the back-and-forth of deliberations. I turn to this decisionmaking analysis next—first for wargames against nonnuclear-armed adversaries and then against nuclear-armed adversaries—to explain when and why players chose not to use nuclear weapons. Spotlights on several individual wargames show the logics in action. Then I discuss the BETA wargames that did cross the nuclear threshold, and I address differences between elites and non-elites in wargames.

**WARGAMES WITH NONNUCLEAR ADVERSARIES**

Elite players used nuclear weapons in none of the thirteen wargames with nonnuclear-armed adversaries. Players explicitly considered the option in ten of the games; in the other three, no one raised the option. The records show players expressing practical and reputational aversions to the use of nuclear weapons, especially when deterrence was not operating via third-party extended deterrence. Detailed discussions of the DETEX I and SIGMA II-64 wargames show the logics in action and how I distinguish between ambiguous and clear logics in context.

In eight of the thirteen wargames with nonnuclear adversaries, players’ reluctance to escalate regional conflicts may have stemmed from concern about third-party intervention by a nuclear power—a logic of extended deterrence. A summary of the MU I-68 wargame regarding escalating Arab-Israeli tensions, for example, notes that the “US and USSR [Union of Soviet Socialist Republics] teams both feared confrontation.”73 Similarly, wargames on Southeast Asian contingencies conducted after China’s first nuclear test, on October 16, 1964, may include indirect deterrence considerations. For example, there was no mention of nuclear options in the SIGMA I-66 wargame, even though it centered on war termination and sources of negotiating leverage for withdrawal from Vietnam on favorable terms.74 Without further evidence, this outcome is indistinguishable from extended deterrence.

The nonuse of nuclear weapons in these wargames was not for lack of nuclear considerations. SIGMA II-65, for example, saw a frustrated Blue team stuck in a quagmire in Southeast Asia and executing an ineffective coercive bombing campaign against North Vietnam.75 Although Blue players did not
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discuss the use of nuclear weapons in the game, afterward an anonymous senior observer raised the option. “Well, at the risk of being called a horrible warmonger and a few other things,” he said, “...I see a parallel between the situation in North Vietnam... and Japan as of the end of the Okinawa campaign. Where we had the initiative to hit any damn thing we wanted to and they needed a persuader to say ‘quit.’ I would suggest maybe a small size A-bomb on Dien Bien Phu as the place where they won their victory the first time... but I don’t think that national policy would probably approve.” The room laughed while another senior participant interjected, “Well one could take your principle and put some of these younger people on the business of thinking up something other than an A-bomb that would do the same thing,” and the conversation quickly moved on. What should one make of this exchange? On the one hand, the participant raising the nuclear option is not averse to the use of a single nuclear weapon to demonstrate resolve. On the other hand, in raising it, he is explicitly aware of the risk of acquiring a reputation as a “warmonger” among peers and that “national policy” would not likely support it. Moreover, later in the postgame discussion, a Control team member invoked the logic of international reputational costs for a hypothetical U.S. “nuclear excursion.” If the United States used nuclear weapons against China, he reasoned, Beijing would be empowered to “play the negotiating track for awhile with world opinion and so forth on their side... [Thus] this is not the ultimate answer either.” He made no mention of the logic of deterrence, but cited instead a fear of global condemnation. Overall, SIGMA II-65 included arguments about both practical and reputational aversions to nuclear use. Players did not use the bomb.

The DETEX I wargame, hosted by MIT in 1963 and concerning nonnuclear-armed Chinese intervention against U.S. forces in another Southeast Asian quagmire scenario, shows how players expressed non-deterrence aversions to the use of nuclear weapons, despite ambiguities about the Soviet team’s willingness to extend deterrence to China. To be clear, China did not possess nuclear weapons. Except for the Soviets’ dubious attempt to extend deterrence, U.S. team players had no reason to fear retaliation. Organizers remarked that a
“striking event in several of the [DETEX] exercises has been the tendency for escalation to occur only along a spectrum of conventional arms, with massive commitment of conventional force invariably considered before the use of even a single tactical nuclear weapon.”80 The restraint was most surprising in DETEX I, in which “at no point did the U.S. ‘policymakers’ see how nuclear bombing could effectively deter further attack, despite the fact that the game had been designed to maximize the attractiveness and minimize the risk of employing small tactical nuclear weapons.”81 As this quotation suggests, U.S. team players made practical calculations about the necessity of nuclear weapons in the scenario. The report notes that “although they did threaten their [nuclear] use to this end, they had little hope that this would be effective.” Rather, members of the U.S. team “viewed any detonation of nuclear weapons in North Vietnam or in China itself only as a desperate final means to achieve defeat of Chinese forces already committed to the battle. But even in this sense, they were quite confident that their massive application of conventional arms in Southeast Asia would quickly serve to repel the Chinese.”82 Conventional arms were sufficient, so the extreme step of nuclear use was unnecessary.

The U.S. team also considered the reputation of the current presidential administration among the domestic electorate when they rejected nuclear options. Noting the upcoming 1964 presidential election, players contrasted the Lyndon Johnson administration’s policies with those of the Republican Party nominee, Barry Goldwater. In the real world, Johnson’s campaign would soon attack Goldwater for advocating the use of tactical nuclear weapons in Vietnam and for his cavalier nuclear threats.83 In this context, the U.S. team assessed, “We did not see Johnson . . . stealing Goldwater’s thunder by doing what Goldwater was proposing.” Another player concurred, “We felt Johnson would press for a nonnuclear strong line, that a nonnuclear strong line before the election could not do anything, and that we would resolve the issue by that time.”84

In addition to practical and reputational nuclear aversions, a perception of extended deterrence may have restrained the U.S. team. Discussion of deterrence in the game remains ambiguous. The Chinese team players “tried to get a Soviet commitment,” but “as far as we know, we failed at every attempt.”85
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Meanwhile, the Soviet team’s explicit assessment was that its members were “not going to initiate a nuclear attack.”86 Indeed, “the maximum Soviet objective was to bring about, with or without the use of nuclear weapons on the part of the Americans, a defeat of China by the United States.”87 Another Soviet player protested that he did want the war between China and the United States “to continue, to be protracted, but to be conventional.”88 Other Soviet players concurred that they wished to avoid general thermonuclear war, but to see the government of China defeated.89 After the game, the Soviet players admitted to the Chinese players, “To force us to support you, there was nothing you could do.”90 American perceptions of this Sino-Soviet division are opaque. No U.S. team player suggested that he was deterred. Only a Soviet team member assessed that “the American team was, if anything, inhibited by fear of some Soviet deterrent, while, in fact it should have been encouraged.”91 The Control team instead ascribed the U.S. players’ nuclear restraint to their concern for “the attitude of the Southeast Asian states.” “The Americans were so worried about this that they restrained themselves in terms of their nuclear threats to Communist China,” recalled Control.92

Next, I examine the five wargames in the sample with only nonnuclear adversaries that control for deterrence and serve as a purer test of nuclear nonuse logics. In these non-deterrence cases, why did the elite players eschew nuclear options? When the option was discussed, players rejected it for practical and reputational reasons.93

Players in SIGMA I-64, for example, a wargame in which “high level government officials explored questions involved in the application of pressures against North Vietnam,” judged that the use of nuclear weapons would provide no meaningful military advantage.94 Participants sometimes obliquely re-
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ferred to the option of “put[ting] North Vietnam into the stone age,” but rejected it as ineffective. They concluded, “It’s not clear though that if you put him into the stone age as to what degree you’ve solved your problem in the South.”

Players debated and rejected nuclear use much more thoroughly in the SIGMA II-64 wargame, described at the beginning of this article. Set prior to Beijing’s acquisition of nuclear weapons, this wargame involved a U.S. team faced with an escalating Southeast Asian conflict and the prospect of a Chinese invasion. The Control team explicitly asked the Blue team whether it would authorize the local commander (CINCPAC) to use tactical nuclear weapons “in the event of overwhelming attack,” to “preclude the destruction of major US or friendly forces.” Blue denied the authority. In response, CINCPAC (played by Control) emphasized that his “capability to stop them [Chinese forces] effectively prior to deep penetration into Laos, Thailand or Burma lies in the timely use of tactical nuclear weapons.” Again, Blue demurred, writing that “CINCPAC should not, in his planning, assume automatic availability of nuclear weapons under the circumstances he describes.”

The elite players of the SIGMA II-64 wargame invoked reputational logics in their deliberations about nuclear weapons. According to the postgame report, the Americans playing on the Red team doubted the willingness of U.S. government leaders to employ nuclear weapons. “We had a general estimate of US policy that they would be reluctant to cross the nuclear threshold,” they reported. Explaining that estimate, “the Reds felt that there were a number of reasons why the US would refrain from using nuclear weapons against China. These included (hopefully), the protective umbrella of Soviet nuclear forces as well as US domestic and world revulsion toward the use of nuclear weapons.” Deterrence was not operating in the game, however. The Soviet Union (played by Control) “avoided reiterating previous real life statements indicating that an attack on Red China would be regarded as an attack on the USSR.” Indeed, the Red (Chinese) team itself assessed Soviet protec-
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tion as a “weasel-worded” commitment that “fell far short of a pledge to regard a US attack on China as an attack on the USSR.” Most important, and in contrast to the records of DETEX I discussed earlier, the Blue team made a similar assessment: “How much would they [the Soviets] really risk,” wondered the team, “if they themselves were safe and would continue to be safe, in order to preserve Red China?” Neither was practicality a concern in SIGMA II-64, as participants recognized the possible need for “quick decisions regarding the timely use of tactical nuclear weapons against the mountain passes and principal defiles from China into SEA [Southeast Asia].” Nuclear use would have been tactically helpful; yet, the players still denied launch authority.

Notably, the Red team used the word “revulsion,” possibly invoking an ethical logic of nuclear nonuse, working in tandem with a reputational logic concerning both domestic and international audiences. Blue team players concurred by implying that non-deterrence aversions would keep the United States from employing nuclear weapons, as “several players voiced opinions that recent top level US policy statements regarding nuclear restraint indicated that their use for any purpose was extremely unlikely.”

Overall, based on the results of SIGMA II-64, the JWGA wargame organizers recommended that “plans should be militarily and logistically feasible based on no use of nuclear weapons, but with alternate plans which assume authority for use.”

In wargames with nonnuclear adversaries, U.S. strategic elites displayed a reluctance to approve the use of nuclear weapons. Wargames with nonnuclear-armed adversaries should feature less concern for the logic of deterrence when players debate the use of nuclear weapons, which makes these wargames a good test for non-deterrence theories of nuclear nonuse. Practicality did inhibit nuclear use in the games. Yet, even in cases where nuclear options were tactically advantageous and nuclear deterrence was not operating, elites eschewed nuclear weapons because of reputational concerns. Players seldom used strict ethical arguments, however; and the records show no evidence of a precedent aversion to nuclear use. I turn next to wargames with nuclear-capable adver-
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saries, which provide a less clean test of non-deterrence logics, but still confirm these findings.

**WARGAMES WITH NUCLEAR ADVERSARIES**

As expected, in wargames with simulated nuclear-armed adversaries, elite players were reluctant to use nuclear weapons for fear of nuclear retaliation or uncontrollable escalation (deterrence). They employed nuclear weapons in only two of the thirteen wargames in my sample. Notably, players were willing to suffer major conventional defeats before considering nuclear weapons and admitted in some postgame discussions that their in-game threats to use nuclear weapons were bluffs. Such behavior is not necessarily distinguishable from the logic of deterrence. Nonetheless, players also invoked clear practical and reputational aversions to nuclear use. They expressed only rare concern for ethics, and there were uncommon but notable references to the logic of precedent.

The records first bear out the logic of deterrence. For example, deterrence kept Thomas Schelling’s 1961 Berlin crisis wargames from escalating. When Schelling and Alan Ferguson came together for an oral history project at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University to reflect on these exercises, Ferguson recalled that “the whole game was pervaded by the fear that if we do something too tough, we will start a rapid escalation and we have no idea where it will end.” Schelling called it “nuclear phobia,” noting, “it took extreme ingenuity on the part of the control team to make people misread each other and overreact or to make ‘accidents’ happen, to push the other side into some kind of aggressive move. We had to arrange misunderstandings and miscommunications. Otherwise, we would have had to send everyone home at noon on Saturday thinking that they had not had much of a weekend.”

One participant in the games, Robert Komer (later an adviser to President Johnson), concluded that players’ nuclear reticence suggested that U.S. threats to use nuclear weapons in Europe may not be credible. The United States would either have to “consider new ways of enhancing the credibility of our contention that if hostilities occur on the ground, we may have to resort to nuclear weapons,” he suggested, or “seriously consider broadening the range of our political options.”

Fears of escalation abounded in other games. In the EPSILON 72 wargame, which postulated U.S.-Soviet skirmishes on the inner-German border as well
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as a Soviet invasion of Finland and Norway, a Blue team player commented on his team’s decision not to use nuclear weapons by observing that “nobody had been able, certainly in this game and so far as I know in real life, to ever guarantee that there will not be an escalation if tactical nuclear weapons are employed.” Fears of conventional escalation served a similar deterrent function in the game. The Blue team called the option of tactical nuclear use “too dangerous” and perceived the risk of “inviting the full intervention of Soviet units mobilizing on the Czech border.”

Other decisions not to use nuclear weapons in wargames are less explicitly explained by deterrence, yet are indistinguishable from deterrence logic without further evidence. For example, in POLEX II, a wargame hosted by MIT and centered on a superpower crisis precipitated by the collapse of Iran’s pro-Western regime, the U.S. team came to a “general agreement that no nuclear weapons would be used.” This statement is ambiguous and does not conform to any particular logic of nonuse.

Players also sometimes admitted in postgame discussions that their threats to use nuclear weapons in games were bluffs. These invocations are similarly indistinguishable from deterrence. They nevertheless reveal a sensitivity to the gravity of using such weapons. For example, in a wargame centered on a Cold War crisis in Iran, Schelling (the game director) reflected that the Blue and Red teams had come closer to nuclear war than they appreciated, because the Red team had privately laid out some criteria for responding to Blue team aggression with nuclear weapons, and Blue had discussed, although ultimately dismissed, some of the very same moves. Schelling asked the participants, “Doesn’t that mean we were at least close to using nuclears?” To which the deputy head of the CIA and Red team member, Richard Bissel, responded, “Tom, I’m not sure we really meant it.”

Players were also willing to lose a great deal in wargames without resorting to the use of nuclear weapons. In the 1961 International Security Affairs Conference game, which simulated a U.S.-Soviet crisis over Berlin and escalated to a conventional war, a participant observed that “[Blue team players] lost a major conventional engagement and have demonstrated, properly, I think, that we will not resort to a nuclear first strike, even of a limited character.” The following year, the EPSILON I-62 wargame postulated a Soviet
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blockade of West Berlin, with Blue (the U.S. team) struggling to forcibly restore ground access. Under such circumstances in the real world, U.S. nuclear strategy threatened the use of nuclear weapons. Yet, Blue team players “were very constrained to avoid any possibility of general war.” Meanwhile, Control observed, “We’ll accept quite a bit of salami slicing.”

Players also tolerated the loss of some of their own nuclear weapons in the second round of EPSILON 72, when Control informed the Blue team that Soviet forces had overrun some of Blue’s nuclear storage sites. In this “use it or lose it” scenario, Blue team players still did not employ nuclear weapons. They reported,

None of our members, military and civilian alike, projected any real role for nuclear weapons in the limited action with which we were confronted. We certainly didn’t consider initially employing them; in fact, we did just the opposite. We moved our nuclear forces out of the area of Soviet advance so that they would not get mixed up in the action. Beyond that, the discussion demonstrated some grave uncertainty about the willingness of political leadership to use nuclear weapons even in a larger military engagement, giving question, first, about escalation and, secondly, about the ultimate utility. We waltzed around this question . . . We could not get anybody to stand up and tell us if you apply nuclear weapons: (1) the conflict will not escalate; and, (2) if it did escalate to higher levels that we would end up with any political objectives which were worth a damn.

Again, while indicative of great caution about nuclear war, these statements are indistinguishable from deterrence.

The records of the NU wargame series are particularly useful for testing nuclear nonuse logics. Held in February 1966 but set in October 1970, the NU wargame postulated an emerging Chinese nuclear capability (“thirty-two MRBMs [medium-range ballistic missiles] with a range of about 1000 miles and some nuclear carrying Badgers”), along with hostilities in Kashmir and across the Sino-Indian border; NU I included Pakistani conventional escalation, whereas NU II saw Soviet intervention. Echoing his conclusions from prior games, Schelling (identified only as “Game Director”) reflected during
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the postgame debrief that “if any generalization comes out of these games—and it may not apply to the world, I think it does—is that it is very, very hard to get a war started. It was hoped in this game that we might push things to the point where at least some kind of nuclear intervention would be seriously considered.”

The NU records show how players can evince multiple nonuse logics in one game, especially if some explicitly rule out deterrence logic, but invoke other aversions. According to the wargame report, the limited Chinese nuclear capability was irrelevant to most Blue team players’ deliberations, and “the fact that the United States was not itself vulnerable to attack by major Chinese weapons systems in NU-66 did not go unnoticed by the U.S. team.” Rather, Blue team players explained the nonuse of nuclear weapons with practicality arguments. A NU I Blue team player said, “There was no occasion for it.” A NU II Blue team player concurred, but with reference to the Chinese arsenal, arguing that, “in an offensive sense,” a Chinese MRBM “doesn’t have very much practical application.”

A third Blue team participant (identified as being from the U.S. Agency for International Development) invoked a de facto American policy of no first use. “Insofar as I’m concerned,” he said, “I went on the assumption that the U.S. wouldn’t ever use the bomb first. It’s a paper bomb from that standpoint [ . . . ] It seems to me that nuclear bombs for this kind of an exercise might just as well be shut up in the cupboard somewhere. They don’t really enter into the picture at all.”

Some statements from the NU wargames are ambiguously non-deterrent. For example, in NU II the U.S. and Indian teams (both made up of Americans) debated a strategy of stoking a direct Sino-Soviet military conflict, along the lines of “let’s hold their coats and see how far they’ll go.” Both teams ultimately rejected the strategy, as “there were a number of participants who felt that this was a rather cavalier attitude toward the possibility of nuclear war between Red China and the Soviet Union.” As the United States and India would not have been directly involved in such a war, the logic is not deterrence but some other unspecified aversion.

On NU’s Chinese teams, deterrence was partly responsible for preventing nuclear use. A self-identified “dove” participant reported, “All the way through my thinking was, let us not shake those nuclear weapons because we
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have far, far too much to lose.” He is clearly concerned about escalation and retaliation. Another Chinese team member (identified only as a player from the Office of the Secretary of Defense) remarked: “I was the nuclear hawk on our team, and I did in fact try and get our team interested in a small nuclear explosion, ambiguous to its nature, so that we might even get the Russians and the U.S. confronting one another over who may have been responsible.” Although he reported getting “no enthusiasm out of the Chinese for that gamble,” his statement remains indistinguishable from deterrence. Yet one NU I player on the Chinese team rejected the nuclear option with clear reputational aversion. “Any consideration of the use of tactical weapons or any use of them by our side,” he argued, “would have thoroughly damaged and strained [relations with] such friendly Africans and the other people who hadn’t any such capabilities.”

Reputational aversions to the use of nuclear weapons are evident in other wargames with nuclear-armed adversaries. Schelling, for example, recalled that the participants in his early Berlin crisis wargames “felt if we [the participants] became engaged in a major war or used nuclear weapons, somebody had dreadfully mismanaged, probably themselves.” That is, the players “felt their pride, their self-esteem, and sometimes even their local reputations were very much wrapped up in whether or not they brought off . . . this crisis satisfactorily.” And in EPSILON I-62, as Red team players balked at the prospects of tactical nuclear use, one noted that world opinion would turn against a nuclear aggressor, arguing, “We prefer having the West in the position of being [redaction] aggressors.”

Finally, players rarely invoked the logics of precedent and ethics in wargames against nuclear-armed adversaries. In one instance, again in EPSILON I-62, a Red team player feared that tactical nuclear use “would open the Pandora’s box of using these things in future conflict situations”—a clear parallel to the aversion expressed by Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Colin Powell to even drawing up plans for tactical nuclear use in the Persian Gulf War: “We’re not going to let that genie loose.” Another Red team participant in the same game remarked that he did not think that Blue team players would use nuclear weapons, because “once you started out, the whole world situation changes from thence forwards. One of our objectives, which you
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people never addressed, was to try to make you look aggressive and unreasonable while we looked reasonable.”

The player is invoking both precedent (“the whole world situation changes from thence forwards”) and reputational (“make you look aggressive and unreasonable”) logics of nonuse. Pure ethical concerns are harder to come by. The only reference is in the Berlin crisis games series, as directors recalled that “there was no one who had a yen to destroy tens of millions of Russians. There was a real sense of human responsibility within these people.”

This is a clear appeal to morality.

Overall, players in my sample of wargames with nuclear-armed adversaries used the bomb in only two out of thirteen games. Their aversion is best explained by a logic of deterrence (H1). Nevertheless, elite players invoked clear practical (H2) and reputational (H4) aversions as well, and to a far lesser extent precedent (H3) and ethical (H5) aversions to nuclear use.

EXPLAINING THE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN WARGAMES

I am aware of three elite wargames in which the players used nuclear weapons: BETA I and BETA II (1967) and Olympiad I-79 (1979). Unfortunately, the BETA series was the only one with accessible records.

In 1967, ninety-six people from various government agencies participated in BETA I and BETA II, along with outside experts such as Lincoln Bloomfield, Henry Kissinger, Thomas Schelling, and Albert Wohlstetter. The BETA I sce-
nario envisioned a European theater where U.S. forces had been reduced to only three divisions and Soviet missile defenses were operational, placing the United States in a position of strategic inferiority. In this context, escalating tensions led to the East German seizure of West Berlin and a U.S. rescue mission, which stalled and was pinned down. To aid its beleaguered divisions, the U.S. (Blue) team used theater nuclear weapons on the battlefield in East Germany. The Soviet (Red) team retaliated correspondingly.¹⁴³ When the Blue team subsequently redoubled its efforts to force its way to Berlin, the Red team used tactical nuclear weapons (the third use in the game) to destroy six allied divisions. After a U.S. nuclear counterstrike that involved air assets from outside the German theater, the Soviet team perceived that the United States was committed to escalation and launched a “preemptive, combined counterforce-urban attack against the continental United States.”¹⁴⁴ The United States responded in kind.

In the postgame critique, the U.S. team explained its nuclear decision-making. One Blue team member revealed that the team had had little time for discussion and that the suggestion to use nuclear weapons emerged late in its deliberation. “So far as the first use was concerned,” he asserted, “the United States preferred not to use nuclear weapons. In what may be a horrifying simulacrum of reality, at the last minute when we couldn’t think of anything else to do, someone said: [redaction].”¹⁴⁵ Although the exact phrasing is redacted, the suggestion to use nuclear weapons is clear. A second player concurred: “If the US team had had more time to talk, it probably would have decided not to use nuclear weapons after all.”¹⁴⁶ A member of the Control team also reflected on the “crisis experience” of participants in the room, arguing that “the greater experience an individual has with a given interaction environment, the less likely he is to escalate conflict.”¹⁴⁷ His assertion is consistent with a premise of this article that strategic elites may exhibit distinct behavior as a group.

Because retaliating with nuclear force to a nuclear strike is still consistent with logics of nonuse that constrain the first use of nuclear weapons, the Soviet
team behavior in BETA I that is most puzzling is its decision to massively escalate to strategic nuclear use. Here the game records show that Soviet willingness to preempt at the strategic level was submitted to Control earlier as a contingency plan: to use strategic nuclear weapons if the U.S. team used nuclear weapons from outside the theater of war. When this contingency arose, Control carried out general nuclear war plans for the Soviet team, without further deliberation. The Red team never gave the order to launch. In the postgame debrief, participants questioned whether the Soviet team would have made the same decision had it been given a chance to reconsider. In formulating its original contingency plan for strategic preemption, however, the Soviet team did conclude that it was not deterred from use. It possessed a significant damage limitation capability and expected casualties in a nuclear exchange to be within historical bounds. One participant called them “roughly famine or purge or WWII [World War II] casualties.”

In BETA II, another series of escalating crises in Europe led to a Soviet blockade of West Berlin. This time, however, the Blue team was less cavalier. As U.S. leaders met to consider their options, Soviet planes bombed West German nuclear facilities. The Blue team chose not to escalate. When Control suddenly introduced a second front—a Chinese–North Korean invasion of South Korea, the U.S. team appears to have authorized tactical nuclear use to aid its outmatched defenders. A member of Control remarked, “To the best of my knowledge, these are the first two games which ever crossed the nuclear threshold.”

The records of the BETA I and II wargames provide some evidence against all of the logics of nonuse. Deterrence (H1) failed to keep the nuclear peace. Neither did practicality (H2), precedent (H3), reputational (H4), or ethical (H5) concerns impede nuclear use. The teams that used nuclear weapons were placed in deep conflicts against conventionally superior adversaries. According to Control, “The initial use of nuclear weapons in both games came at a time when US troops were threatened with serious defeat.” But even here, participants regretted what happened. They wished in hindsight that they had hesitated. In a moment of postgame remorse, one participant somberly reflected, “It is sobering and disturbing to realize that a handful of men, in the United States and the Soviet Union, can decide the fate of hundreds of millions, including many not in either country.”
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Although the BETA series constitutes the only two games to use nuclear weapons in this sample, others came close. As discussed throughout, some games featured players who suggested nuclear options. These games did not necessarily give players confidence in the possibility of nuclear restraint. Upon reflection of the NATO Planning Conference game, a Control team member commented that the avoidance of nuclear war may have been “partly a matter of accident” that a dire contingency did not arise.\(^{153}\) Another Red team player in DETEX II, to the surprise of his colleagues, suggested that he was prepared to suffer the consequences of a “sanitized localized nuclear attack” against Western Europe.\(^{154}\) Indeed, the nonuse of nuclear weapons in elite wargames was not for lack of consideration. The outcome of greatest note, however, is that in all but two cases such debate did not culminate in use.

ELITES VERSUS NON-ELITES IN WARGAMES

Evidence also suggests that elites are less willing to use nuclear weapons in wargames than non-elites, supporting H6 and disconfirming H7. This behavior suggests stronger nuclear aversions among strategic elites compared with the general public or even educated professionals without statecraft expertise.

In EPSILON I-62, for example, a wargame simulating a Soviet blockade of West Berlin and a U.S. attempt to restore ground access through East Germany, a divide emerged in the postgame critique between senior policy players and more junior operational players. To maximize the participation of senior policymakers, the game had been designed to have them give policy direction and make strategic decisions, leaving more junior Action teams to work out the details of operationalization. Blue Seniors returned at the end of the game to find a “disconcerting breakdown of communications between policy level and operators.” The junior operators had “in effect sent directives to NATO” that if an aggressive conventional ground surge toward Berlin were stymied, Blue would be willing to employ nuclear weapons. “Such an action was never passed by the policy people,” lamented the Seniors, “… it would be unfortunate if anyone down the line in the state or military chain of command got the idea that we are going to take a rapid escalation without highest government official approvals.”\(^{155}\) Although the Action team was committed to escalation, Control observed that the Seniors were constrained. He concluded, “I have not


seen a game yet in which any senior was willing to face the problem of possibility of general war.”  

On other occasions, the JWGA invited non-strategic elites to participate in wargames. Invitees included business executives, labor leaders, and representatives from the entertainment industry. In these games, Matthew Connelly and his coauthors report that “Pentagon officials were surprised by how ready their guests were to go nuclear.” For example, in Olympiad I-62, a wargame with non-elite participants, the Blue team chose to detonate a nuclear weapon in the Arctic, 100 miles from the Soviet coastline. Intended “as a demonstration of intent,” the wargame report notes that the move “caused no visible consternation on the Red Team.”

Evidence from the progression of the Global Wargames of the U.S. Navy throughout the 1980s also suggests that elites behaved differently than non-elites. As the number of strategic elite participants in the wargame series increased over time, the hosts noted an associated decrease in the use of nuclear weapons. As the official histories of the games report: “Members of the intelligence and diplomatic communities were brought into the game to replicate Red thought processes and world outlook more accurately . . . As a result, Red play became less dogmatic . . . the scope of Red military objectives diminished . . . and the tendency to escalate across the nuclear threshold diminished.”

Researchers observed a similar result when playing wargames with undergraduate student subjects (non-elites). In a series of student simulations conducted in 1960 at Stanford University by Harold Guetzkow, one-third of the seventeen total wargames ended in thermonuclear war. Such an outcome is also consistent with the experience of MIT wargaming pioneers, who remarked during the postgame critique of DETEX I in 1963: “If you want thermonuclear war to break out in a game, you just get some high-school students in and you get a thermonuclear war. But with responsible people you get ambiguous, gray, shadowy situations where you do not look at your weapons as closely as you want to.”
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Conclusion

To assess the willingness of policymakers to use nuclear weapons, this article explored the declassified records of wargames played by foreign policy elites during the Cold War. The approach offers new evidence to test theories of nuclear nonuse, which typically confront a dearth of data. The analysis shows that strategic elites were reluctant to use nuclear weapons in wargames. This finding holds for wargames against both nuclear-armed and nonnuclear-armed adversaries, as well as in cases when nuclear use would have been tactically advantageous. Only two out of twenty-six games in my sample crossed the nuclear threshold. Player aversions to nuclear use, in their own words, comport most strongly with the logics of deterrence, practicality, and reputation. Deterrence logic abounds in wargames, but when it was not operating, practicality and reputation still kept players from using nuclear weapons. Strict ethics arguments and precedent concerns for the long-term benefits of the tradition of nonuse are uncommon. Moreover, elite players were more reluctant to cross the nuclear threshold than were non-elites.\footnote{162}

Deterrence alone cannot account for the nonuse of nuclear weapons since 1945. U.S. leaders have balked at myriad opportunities to use nuclear weapons without fear of retaliation—in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. Yet, scholars have struggled to specify the distinct logics of nuclear nonuse and test them against a slim empirical record. By clearly disentangling testable aversions to nuclear use and leveraging political-military wargames as a novel source of data on elite behavior, this research has shown that logics of both consequences and appropriateness are potent in elite nuclear deliberations.

Is there an elite nuclear taboo? Elite wargame players are indeed sensitive to the appropriateness of nuclear use and feel a common responsibility to avoid nuclear war. The purest form of the nuclear taboo might predict that ethically based opposition to the use of nuclear weapons would inhibit use on its own. I find instead that elite wargame players rarely made explicit arguments about the immorality of nuclear weapons; they did, however, express apprehension about global, domestic, allied, or peer reputational costs.\footnote{163} Thus, to the extent

\footnote{162. Strategic elites in wargames also did not invoke notions of legitimate punishment or revenge to justify nuclear use, suggesting that notions of “retroactive culpability” do not apply as strongly to elites as they do to the general public. See Sagan and Valentino, “Revisiting Hiroshima in Iran.”}

\footnote{163. Evidence in favor of the reputation logic of nonuse should be all the more convincing, given that this research has been a hard test for logics of appropriateness. Players reported that they were more likely to take risks or act aggressively in wargames, and Pentagon deliberations usually reflect a realist bias. See Barringer and Whaley, “The MIT Political-Military Gaming Experience,” p. 440; Sagan, “Realist Perspectives on Ethical Norms and Weapons of Mass Destruction,” pp. 78–}
that nuclear nonuse is driven by a taboo, it may function more by a mechanism of conformity than morality.\textsuperscript{164} Scholars have not previously noted the influence of reputational costs among peers as a driver of nuclear nonuse. Future scholarship should examine other ways in which peer reputational concerns shape elite policy preferences.

Deterrence and non-deterrence logics are not mutually exclusive. Just as Nina Tannenwald acknowledges that the nuclear taboo may reinforce the practice of deterrence, I find evidence of logics of consequences and appropriateness operating in conjunction, even in wargames with nuclear-armed adversaries.\textsuperscript{165} Future scholarship should examine whether and how broader nuclear aversions support stable deterrence relationships.\textsuperscript{166} One possibility is that logics of appropriateness increase the credibility of threats to use nuclear weapons in certain “legitimate” circumstances—for example, in retaliation for the first use of nuclear weapons. Nuclear norms may also bolster the credibility of implicit or explicit assurances not to use nuclear weapons under “illegitimate” circumstances, such as a “bolt from the blue” surprise attack.\textsuperscript{167} Confidence in such restraint would be stabilizing.

Wargame records also suggest an additional logic of nonuse that is not captured by current theory: conformity to top-down signals. There were many instances of foreign and defense policy professionals within the U.S. government conforming in wargames to what they thought leaders expected of them. They include the DETEX I players who unanimously rejected the option of using...
nuclear weapons against nonnuclear Chinese forces in Southeast Asia, invoked the Johnson administration’s criticism of presidential candidate Barry Goldwater’s loose nuclear rhetoric, and felt that the United States would not have used nuclear weapons had the crisis been real. The World War II veteran in SIGMA II-65, who wanted to hit Dien Bien Phu but thought “national policy” would not approve, concurred. So, too, did the NU series player who “went on the assumption that the U.S. would never use the nuclear bomb first,” and the EPSILON 72 player whose gaming experience had “demonstrated some grave uncertainty about the willingness of political leadership to use nuclear weapons.” All hint that a president’s public or private signals about nuclear restraint have a reinforcing effect within the bureaucracy. Cavalier rhetoric about nuclear weapons could send opposite signals.

Concern for precedent proved rare in elite wargames. The only game featuring this logic was one with nuclear-armed teams, despite scholarly emphasis on the theory to explain restraint against nonnuclear weapons states. Do elites not appreciate the long-term strategic benefits of nuclear nonuse? This research is insufficient to prove such a negative. It is possible that the virtual absence of concern for precedent is an artifact of wargames themselves. Perhaps simulated scenarios strip out much of the shadow of the future. Or perhaps concern for nuclear proliferation coalesced in the minds of U.S. elites only in the 1970s, after the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty entered into force. Nevertheless, evidence of precedent logic in wargames is consistently thin. This conclusion is corroborated in the “The Day After . . .” series of wargames held by the RAND Corporation in the early 1990s, which found participants reluctant to intervene in foreign conflicts that involved the use of nuclear weapons but did not directly threaten the United States or its allies. “Many participants challenged the notion that the United States has an immediate stake in forcefully diminishing the military and political utility of any next-use of nuclear weapons,” notes the report. Decisionmakers, not to mention the public, may need to be reminded of the strategic value of a tradition of

168. In a postgame survey, only 13.3 percent of all other DETEX players responded that they thought Washington would have used nuclear weapons in this scenario. Barringer and Whaley, “The MIT Political-Military Gaming Experience,” p. 453.
172. Sagan, “Realist Perspectives on Ethical Norms and Weapons of Mass Destruction,” p. 73. Sagan scoped the logic of precedent to the nonuse of nuclear weapons against nonnuclear weapons states. I tested the logic in all types of wargames.
nonuse of nuclear weapons. The world would be more dangerous if nuclear weapons use was more common.

Finally, I have been necessarily imprecise about what constitutes a “strategic elite.” Although it is possible to identify elites by experience within their domains, and reasonable to assume that players in these wargames are differentiated from the public by their foreign policy experience, it remains unclear what kind of experience or expertise is associated with nuclear restraint. The true independent variables could be a better understanding of the effects of nuclear weapons, exposure to nuclear strategy, exposure to nuclear nonuse arguments themselves, historical knowledge or sensitivity, an awareness or experience of the costs of war, or exposure to the law or ethics of war, to name a few. Given that considerations of the use of nuclear weapons in wargames included many discussions of specific capabilities, the results may stem at least in part from a sensitivity to the effects of nuclear weapons. Some scholars comparably invoke combat experience as a cause of leaders’ reluctance to use force. Nevertheless, this research adjudicates only the effect of the general status of being a strategic elite. Neither does the “strategic elite” label distinguish between subgroups—for example civilian versus military, or State versus Defense versus Intelligence. Declassified wargames data do not allow for such fine-grained parsing of speech evidence, but future research should examine such variation. Regardless, if strategic elite status is as significant as this research indicates, it suggests that scholarly attempts to proxy foreign policy elite opinion with simple “elite-like” opinion (e.g., with education measures) are imperfect.

As more wargame records become available, scholars will have more work to do. For example, this research has assessed only the record of U.S. wargames, with American players. This context privileges extended deterrence scenarios over homeland defense. Future research should assess whether and which nonuse logics travel abroad. Moreover, as the U.S. Department of Defense invests to “revitalize” wargaming, scholars should familiarize themselves with the method and then leverage wargames data for both hypothesis generation and testing. To this end, political scientists should further con-

---

176. Regardless of which country a team was assigned to play, participants should all be considered Americans. A “Soviet” team that used nuclear weapons still counts as a use of nuclear weapons by U.S. elites. Moreover, the best speech evidence comes from postgame critique transcripts, wherein players “reverted” to being Americans for the discussion.
177. In a 2015 directive, Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert O. Work called on the Pentagon to
duct wargames to generate data.\textsuperscript{178} Wargames are particularly well-suited for testing hypotheses about the participant subjects themselves, their beliefs, and their behaviors. Wargames can help political scientists adjudicate some of our most basic theoretical debates.

As collective memory of the Cold War fades, some scholars fear that any regime of nuclear nonuse is weakening, buckling under new technological and political pressures.\textsuperscript{179} The first use of nuclear weapons may appear to a rookie policymaker to be a tempting brute force solution to a thorny foreign policy problem\textsuperscript{180}—and the American public may be more of a goad than a constraint.\textsuperscript{181} Yet, some will be heartened by the results of this study. A seasoned strategic elite adviser, attuned to logics of nuclear nonuse, would be slower to embrace such a tool.


